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About This Game

A long, long time ago, back in 2003. Old Whiplin made a planet for the Fennians called Ye Fenny.
It was once a happy place, where the Fennians could eat Butter Bark and smoke Joyfully.

But one day, a tyrant by the name of the Evil Good Shepherd, took over the planet and banished Old Whiplin to a golden kettle.
Can you the Outlander, cleanse the planet, and bring peace and harmony back to Ye Fenny?

Welcome to the beautiful lush planet of Ye Fenny. Explore 9 different areas through 15 phases. Battle the evil inhabitants which
plague the lands of Ye Fenny with 4 different weapons. Destroy all 9 of The Evil Good Shepherds apprentices in hard-hitting

boss battles, and come face to face with the Shepherd himself.

Enjoy 5 different play styles! Shoot your way through Shepherd's evil forces on land Swim through the alluring blue waters of
the underworld. Travel fast rapid waters down the creek on your log raft, while dodging mines and sheep's spit. Fly in a

helicopter up the sunset mountain of the Patoonga region. Embark on a wondrous quest in the Christmas Cove bonus levels. Can
you find them all?

Watch and Hear! The story which unfolds throughout Ye Fenny’s 31 FMV cutscenes consisting of over 33 minutes of footage.

You'll also get guidance on how to play and make your way through Ye Fenny via the hints and tips screens. These also consist
of FMV cutscene which will give you a clear visual understanding of what to do.

Configure the games controls the way you want them at any time. Press CTRL+Y to bring up the controller option box anytime
in the game and configure 'player 1's' controls.
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Title: Ye Fenny - Revenge of the Evil Good Shepherd
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
DPAD-FTW
Publisher:
DPAD-FTW
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Xp

Processor: Pentium 4 HT 3.0Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: HD4650 1GB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X 9 Compatible

English
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I see♥♥♥♥♥♥and♥♥♥♥♥i buy 10/10 especially since its sayoris art. But i wish she added live 2d animation like the
nekopara series to add more feeling to the game. I wasn't able to complete the tutorial or my first game because some of the UI
windows would get stuck or in an inconsistent state. This happened when using the undo function. No Medium or Hard AI is a
big minus too.. I remember playing this game when i was a kid, getting in the main menu and listening to the gorgeous intro
song is worth the full price. achievement has been broken for months without reply from dev. not really worth it, even at a 50%
discount.
you also have to log in several times before the premium license days show up.. TO GET NOSFERATEEN U NEED TO PLAY
A LOT OF CO-OP AND ONLINE SAME FOR HIS MAP
. This game is "so bad it's good" in a similar sense to how bad movies can be so bad they're good. I had to mess around with my
graphics card menu for a while to get the game running at the full frame rate, and once I did I at first thought the game was
actually running way too fast. Given the trailer I think it was about right though, so I forged ahead. At this incredible game
speed, with only 1 hp, the game actually wraps around from "fast-paced" back to slow again, because you can't react to things,
you can only employ cheap tactics that let you eliminate the enemies without really fighting them. Like purposefully going in
front of a security camera, then throwing incredible bouncing shuriken down the hallway as the entire level's force rushes out in
a line to meet you.

Speaking of shuriken, shuriken (and bullets) that you fire bounce back and hit you in the face a lot of the time, it's ridiculous.

The setting reminds me of Blade, if Blade was a bad movie. The aesthetics look a bit like a bizarre art movie I saw once about
being abducted by aliens when doing drugs.

It's even movie-length, what a convenient coincidence.. TRASH BAD CONTROLS BAD MUSIC COMPLICATED GAME
AVOID EVEN IF ITS FREE
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Fired a shot at a ninja, they deflected it, I deflected it, killed another one next to me.

10/10 Would last stand again. Short version: YES you should get this, but wait for a sale.

Longer version: Purchased this because I love Stardock and want them to make more GCIII content (and soon : P), but I hesitate
to recommend it at the full $5 price tag. The folks at Stardock almost always price their products well (including emailing
discounts to loyal buyers) (thank you!), but this particular piece of DLC seems to be a bit overpriced. The map editor IS a cool
product, but it plus a few maps seems like a lot for $5. Now, I could very easily be wrong -- I'm not sure how much time went
into the editor and maps -- which is why I purchased it for the full-price. But I think it's definitely in your best interest to wait
for this particular pack to go on sale.

In the meantime, go play Sorcerer King : P. It's a lot of fun.. very inspiring. Wow! I'm surprised that I came across this game.
I have pinned Immortal Empire in a wishlist long time ago because how it catched my eye.
And I have totally forgotten about it, since the Release Date: 3 December, 2015.

Story is well done, I'm impessed how this game has voice actors for every storyline character and even heroes!
Story part is +++.

Graphically the game looks very old and unattractive, reminds all the games from 2000's Oldschool games. For someone that is
Nostalgia!
Graphics part is +.

Lack of characters... you start with 5 characters: Strong independent Valkyrie, Hunter Type Man, Druid Huntress, Priest and a
Paladin. Other 10 characters+ can be bought fast with supporting the game with donate currency but that isn't a problem for
each quest/challenge you earn the donate currency to later buy everything you want. The way that every immortal(so called
every hero) has 6 skills and 2 ultimate abilties is AWESOME !!!
Characters part is ++.

Design is common, typical RPG game, trees, waters, might and magic etc. Gives the game that feel of oldschoolness.
Design part is +.

Difficulty I like how hard this game is when it comes to first boss, I saw other reviews pointing out that they are physically
unable to beat it, I somehow beat in by leading the boss into the respawn crystal and just figure it out then, luckily the second
boss manticore was not that hard at all. Game really punishes you if you make mistakes skilling wrong skills or having
underleveled characters, monsters will always beat the weakest one no matter what unless the characters are out of the attack
range. You also lose gold per each character death, so be careful with your weakling and try to give them the most
items/equipment you can get to keep them same lvl.
Difficulty part is ++.

Continue in comments.

. Decent Space Explorer. supporting the dev!.  Graphics 3/10 
Graphics on this game are ok for a game i got for 30c.
 Gameplay 1/10 
Gameplay? what game play? this game is unplayable the tutorial you get is well, there is no tutorial you end up getting chucked
into the game and start to button mash hoping something works. There is no way to know what artical to approve this game just
screams money grabber.
 Music 1/10 
Music is terrible low quality and could probably make a nicer song by recording my butt after a spicy curry.. As much Sega
Rally as you can get on Steam. I would prefer the original, but Gravel is a nice arcade racer. A bit on the expansive side.
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